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G. SCHLUCHTERMANN characterization of certain l o r l * valued vector measures which was first given in this form by J. Batt and W. Hiermeyer (see [1, 2.4 
. Proposition]).
If (n n ) neN e n then set 0 ; 3(g n ) neN <r B(U(u, X*)) such that g n = (E^+ 1 -Ej(g n ) and Tf = « / , g n )) neN 
To see this, note that,
Since (/") is a'-convergent to 0, the a'-sequential continuity of G implies
Since /" = (
Thus, by (2), (3) and the boundedness of (h k ) keN c L^i/J,, X*), the sequence (T(h k )) keN converges weakly and (1) The next two corollaries will deal with weakly compact and a'-compact subsets of L x (fi,X) and are applications of (2.1). 
COROLLARY. Every relatively o'-compact subset of L x {n,X) is relatively weakly compact if and only if X* has the

Js
Step 2: m has a Bochner derivative. Use (1.1) and select a (n n ) neN eYl and T 6 A,((* B ) neN ). Define, for n e N , Since (/") is a r'-Cauchy net and D is a*-compact,
geD O
The definition of the vector measure m reveals
The martingale (E Wn (f an ); k e N) is relatively weakly compact since it converges in norm. Thus, by [7, Theorem 1] ,
Finally, using all the above facts, one computes for k, I e N:
\(T(hJ-(by (8))
d e < -+ -(according to (7)) 8 8 e
By consideration of (6), this forms a contradiction to (9) , and hence m has a derivative / e L t (fi, X).
Since (L t (fi, X), x') has a zero neighborhood basis of a'-closed sets, we have The following two corollaries can be obtained from the above theorem and abstract results in locally convex theory. The first one was already observed by J. Batt and W. Hiermeyer (see [1, 2.6 . Corollary]). The second one is a James type result (see e.g. [5] 
